Journey of the Free Spirit

9th Century Cat

Pangur Ban, my cat, and I both
Set our minds full on our work
His calling is to hunt mice
Mine is to seek out learning.
—“Pangur Ban”, 9th century
EXCLUSIVE! Thus an unknown 9th century monk took
a break from his manuscripts to pay tribute in poetry to
his beloved cat. In the style of a manuscript illumination,
knotwork enhances the form of these playful sterling silver felines.
Choose genuine garnet or peridot stones.
Pendant on 18" chain, with matching earrings.
Made in USA by James Walton.
J10350 Ninth-Century Cat Earrings $46
J21790 Ninth-Century Cat Pendant $65

the outdoor life

Stroll along a windswept
beach or through a sundappled forest, snug in
this sporty zip cardigan.
Updated take on classic
lush Aran knit adds a hood,
pockets and high-low
hem for warmth and style.
100% pure new wool;
dry clean. Sizes S-XL. In
Natural or Clover. Ireland.
A20072 Aran Zip  
                  Hoodie with
                Pockets $135

Clover

actual size

NEW! Rhiannon

Rhiannon appears by magic on a horse that none can catch unless
she allows it. Riding sidesaddle, she appears to move with slow
grace over the turf, yet she and her horse outpace all pursuers. A
magnificent depiction of legendary power and enchantment, in a
finely detailed bronze-finished statue with hand-tinted highlights.
10½" high, 11" at widest. Gift wrap and rush delivery are not available.
D21124  Rhiannon Statue $89

NEW! Passage of the Sun

actual size

NEW! Off the Beaten

Path

The best journeys take
unexpected paths.
Wherever you go, this
zip moto jacket blazes a
fresh trail—zipper to one
side, collar at a distinctive
angle. When partially
unzipped, collar lies flat.
Two handwarmer pockets,
trinity knot zipper pull.
100% merino wool;
hand wash. Sizes
XS-XL. Made in
Ireland. In Rosy
Beige or Pine
Green.
A20183  
   Side-Zip Moto
   Sweater $185

A spiral marks the journey of the
sun. Triple spiral earrings reflect the
changing light as the sun passes
through the day—rosy dawn, bright
noon and golden sunset. Sterling silver.
.J10704  Tri-color Spiral Earrings  $48

UP a Lazy River

A lazy afternoon drifting on the river—watching the rabbits
row past in their walnut-shell boats. These tiny bunnies
fit anywhere you want a reminder to relax and dream.
Handpainted resin; 1¼" high. Set of 3.
D21007 Rowing Bunnies $20

NEW! Scenic Route

A meandering path is not a fast as a straight line, but why hurry? Swirling waves of
hand-painted leather and decorative stitching wind around figured brass buttons,
taking these ankle boots on a delightful style journey. Platform sole with rubber
outsole, 2" heel. Plush lining and padded insole. Leather uppers. European (U.S.)
sizes 35 (4½-5), 36 (5½-6), 37 (6½-7), 38 (7½-8), 39 (8½), 40 (9), 41 (9½-10), 42
(10½ -11). In Black or Caramel.
B70026  Winding Road Short Boots $130
Caramel

Pine Green

NEW! journey of life

NEW! Wrapped Attention

Get all wrapped up in this shimmering bracelet.
Silver chains combine with brown cord for a
bracelet of rustic elegance. Designed to wrap three
times around your wrist, fastens with knotted
loop and silvery button. 23" overall.
Triple-wraps to fit wrists 7-8½".
J50127 Silvery Wrap
        Bracelet $52

Black

Druid’s Oak

take note

Do you prefer jotting ideas on paper? Take notes with style—carry
one of these fine portfolios of top grain leather, which will last for
years. Includes standard small note pad, pen loop, large pocket
and two card pockets. You’ll actually look forward to your next
meeting! 5" x 8". Made in USA. Elegant black-enameled pen
comes gift-boxed.
C14047 Small Leather
Portfolio $95
C18010 Celtic Enameled
Ballpoint Pen $24

Sunflower
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Dragonfly

“The journey is the destination—life is a beautiful ride.” Emblazoned with
a bicycle, this bag carries a reminder to enjoy the journey of life. Made of
recycled canvas military tents. Zip top, one zip interior pocket, zip pocket in
front and one on the stencil-decorated back. 11" wide x 9½" high; leather
and canvas strap adjusts to 50".
B40136  The Beautiful Ride Bag $55

Avenue of Trees
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